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Miles P. Grier

In _Transformable Race: Surprising Metamorphoses in the Literature of Early America_ by Katy L. Chiles, readers are immersed in an Early American mindset in which race was understood to be an external, superficial trait, dependent upon climate, and, therefore, both acquired and mutable. Her method is to use what historians such as Winthrop Jordan and John Wood Sweet have revealed about the science of racial thinking in the eighteenth century “to tune our ears to what the literature is saying” (4). In four chapters and an epilogue that place Native American, African American, and Anglo American writers in conversation, Chiles aims “to maintain the historical and cultural specificity of each” and to intervene “in some of the most central scholarly debates” about these authors (25, 27). With its innovative pairings and well-considered interventions in scholarship, _Transformable Race_ will undoubtedly prove useful to all who teach Early American literature. However, the issue of whether science serves as literature’s primary frame of reference strikes me as deserving an even broader consideration by historicist literary critics and cultural historians, regardless of period.

Chiles effectively dislodges any sense that her readers already know what race is and how it works. In her introduction, she arrays competing explanations for human variation circulating in North
converts did not swallow white supremacy with Biblical literacy but rather “relied upon religious doctrine” to pinpoint the hypocrisies of colonial Christians (32). In Chiles’s portrayal, Wheatley is a woman of letters who draws black Africans inside the body of Christ and the literary canon by reinvigorating Biblical and classical descriptions of black complexion. In the same spirit, Chiles builds upon recent work in Native Studies to argue that Occom “indigenized Christianity” to assert “Native sovereignty” throughout this “Boundless Continent” (32, 49).

Although earlier chapters do not elaborate the distinctiveness of eighteenth-century racial theory, Chiles does so explicitly in the third chapter. There, she engages substantively with the relationship between eighteenth-century racial thinking and later models, employing three captivity narratives to delineate a version of racial masquerade particular to Early America. She argues that nineteenth- and twentieth-century passing narratives feature an external body that fails to register the inner truth of racial identity, while Crèvecoeur’s *Letters*, John Marrant’s spiritual autobiography, and Charles Brockden Brown’s *Edgar Huntly* assume that an eighteenth-century subject has no racial interior and simply “is” whatever her complexion and clothing convey (110). In conjunction with
the first chapter, with its focus on "becoming colored," the third chapter helps readers enter a mode of thought in which race was recognized as an unstable exterior trait constantly acted upon by physical stimuli. For its part, the second chapter links the changeable nature of literal, racialized bodies to the construction of an imaginary body politic, in the texts of Franklin and Aupaumut (diplomats who were, by virtue of that office, concerned with national character). Finally, the epilogue considers Royall Tyler’s novel *The Algerine Captive* to illustrate that, in the nineteenth century, the genre of the sentimental novel moved race to the emotional interior while scientific racism suggested it was a trait of the anatomical interior.

Chiles’s readings are astute and deeply engaged with contemporary scholarship and political implications. Yet I find a tension between the local readings and the broader framework. Throughout the text, Chiles uses New Historicist methods, letting nonliterary works of scientists supply the context for the interpretation of literature. The paradigm shift in science from environmental theory to the notion of hereditary race allows her to posit a Foucaultian epistemic break between eighteenth- and nineteenth-century science—and, therefore, between the literatures “interwoven” with each (2). Although such an approach is a paragon of one version of interdisciplinary scholarship on literature, history, and culture, Chiles has uncovered a rich variety of intellectual contexts that arguably points to the limits of that scientific frame and its attendant periodization.

Chiles thoroughly tracks the ways in which Franklin, Jefferson, Brockden Brown, and even (in a brief cameo) Mary Wollstonecraft read, produced, reviewed, and debated the scientific literature on race. Yet in the case of nonwhite writers, it seems that other currents supplied the intellectual context for their racial imaginations. For example, Chiles consistently demonstrates that Occom and Aupaumut employed “nativist” theories of a separate creation of “red” people. In her telling, Occom uses nativist racial theory to seize and inflect Biblical authority and not to directly engage natural historians’ accounts of the body. I also wondered if Wheatley employed the metaphor of dye because of her experiences with ink, textiles, and paints—everyday substances in the world of an enslaved woman writer, the properties of which would not all have aligned with the idea that race was transformable.

While the scientific literature may “tune our ears” to white writers, that frame does not seem to work as well for nonwhites.

Chiles is aware of other temporalities, as when she notes: “the oppressive ends to which . . . racial
categories were put to use sadly remain relatively consistent from the eighteenth century into the nineteenth and beyond” (24). Yet while acknowledging that the view from below yields a single period, Transformable Race marks time by the succession of “scientific hypotheses” regarding race (4). What if explanatory context could be located not in the changing views of scientific experts but in subalterns’ sense of the “long history of defeat” that characterizes both slavery and settler colonialism? Would one of these temporal schemes prevail, or could they somehow be reconciled without privileging either? Furthermore, would finding multiplicity or disunity within a single period unsettle our sense of radical difference across time? For its achievements, and for these questions it leaves us, I find Chiles’s work fulfills one historicist approach while inviting us to another that resists the consolidation of a scholarly idea of Early American Literature as bound to a single time.
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